
“The ruling ideas of each age have ever been the ideas of its ruling class.”

The Marxist Critique of Liberalism
Is Market Socialism the Solution?



What is Capitalism?
• A market system in which the 

means of production are in 
private hands. 

• Profits of that production accrue 
to those who own the means of 
production

• And Marx likes it: Capitalism has 
rescued the population from the 
“idiocy of rural life”
– Also freedom
– The self-created life

• And Marx is a prophet:  “The 
Cheap prices of commodities are 
the heavy artillery with which it 
batters down all Chinese walls…”
– Also globalization



But He HATES the very things that 
Liberals like……

• The Market’s “blindness” to ascriptive
characteristics

• Exchange value
• Free Trade………
• “natural”. Property Rights    NO…



The three “laws” of Capitalism



First Law of Capitalism: Exploit!

• Unequal distribution of wealth is caused by 
exploitation, both in production and 
distribution of wealth.  

• HOW?



Assumptions About Exploitation

• A. The central actors are economic classes, 
not individuals, firms, institutions, or states

• B.  Private property creates these classes, and 
ensures that they have unequal power. No 
“natural” property rights.

• C. Private property ensures exploitation of 
one class over another---If you own property, 
you get to exploit those who don’t



Class Exploitation in in four easy steps

• Ownership of Property creates two classes:  
capitalists and workers. Capitalists own the 
machines (capital) and labor owns……their 
labor!

• Only Labor (not the market) creates value
• But by virtue of his ownership of capital, the 

capitalist class turns Labor into a 
commodity 

• And because he owns capital, the Capitalist 
extracts surplus value from labor, and this 
is his profit.

Step 1

Step 2



Step 3: Labor is turned into a 
commodity to buy and sell

• a commodity is. It is something which can be exchanged for other things on the market - something 
which thereby has an exchange value.

Commodification refers to those processes through which social relations are reduced to an exchange 
relation, or as Karl Marx (1978) refers to it in the Communist Manifesto, as "callous 'cash payment.'" 

“ nexus between man and man is naked self-interest, … callous “cash payment”. Capitalism has drowned the 
most heavenly ecstasies of religious fervour, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy 
water of egotistical calculation. It has resolved personal worth into exchange value, and in place of the 
numberless indefeasible chartered freedoms, has set up that single, unconscionable freedom — Free Trade” 

Marx focused on the commodification of the labor process, in which the real, material activity of labor by 
individual workers was transformed into abstract labor, just another cost the process of production 

A commodified worker is, in simple terms, a worker with a price.

• The commodification of labor, inherently alienates human beings from their true selves.. Since the 
worker does not own what he produces, since he lives as an extension of the machine, since he hates 
what he does, then the worker does not own his own life, he is in a basic sense simply a human 
machine. 

• Whilst reading about 'commodified labor' images of workers with price tags and discount tickets 
floated through my subconscious in much the same way one might imagine a car lot. Rows of eager 
workers aiming to receive the best price for their resources and skills while at the same time 
guaranteeing they don't get passed over in favor of the more appealing offer in the next row.



Commodification leads to Alienation

• B. The Concept of Alienation—the commodification of labor corrupts a person’s very humanity
• For Classical Liberals and for Marx: the importance of a self-created life, because only in such a free activity can 

the human individual be most fully alive.  Any forced activity means a loss of what is most vital about human 
experience.  When Marx looked around him, he saw everywhere that human activity was about as far removed 
from a self-created life as it is possible to get. Millions of men, women, and children were little better than slaves, 
working at mind-numbing mechanical jobs in factories for a subsistence salary under hazardous working 
conditions which drastically shortened their lives. The system of private property leads to a total denial of the 
possibilities for a human life beyond mere animal existence. In a very real sense, the workers not only had no 
control over their lives; they did not own their lives, for they lived most of the time as extensions of machines 
which someone else owned, producing material goods which were not theirs. Nothing of themselves went into 
their work except their muscle power, for which they received a small hourly wage. Hence, their humanity was 
corrupted. To this situation, Marx gave the enduring name of alienation.  For Marx the alienation of the worker 
was all the more acute because of his view of human nature. Marx sees human life as defined by its material 
conditions. Human beings are what they do—and what they do is work to derive a life for themselves from the 
world around them. Everything about them, including their consciousness of themselves and their understanding 
of nature and their belief in God is a direct product of what they physically do in their daily lives. In other words, 
the human identity and the human being's consciousness of that identity are determined by work, by the material 
conditions which the individual has to face in order to cope with life. 

• An object contaminated by the alienating exchange-relation can never truly be our own – unless it leaves the 
capitalist system of exchange altogether. And this means that while we inhabit the capitalist world we can never 
be truly ourselves; If people in their daily activities have to deal with oppressive and dehumanizing material 
conditions, then they are not fully human, no matter what anyone can say about their spiritual or ideal identity. 
Thus, for Marx alienation is a physical and psychological condition which arises out of the conditions of modern 
work. Since the worker does not own what he produces, since he lives as an extension of the machine, since he 
hates what he does, then the worker does not own his own life, he is in a basic sense simply a human machine. He 
exists to himself as an alien object; he is conscious of himself as something he despises, rather than loves or 
enjoys or even recognizes as his own. 



Step 4: Extraction of surplus Value

$54 Profit = 
surplus value





The commodification of labor is not 
sustainable



Exploitation means the death knell of 
capitalism.

• “the bourgeoisie forged the weapons that 
bring death to itself”

• How?



And surplus value will inevitably 
decline for the individual capitalist

• The reality of competition and utility 
maximization

• Leads to the need to make workers more 
productive 

• Which leads to the suppression of wages
• And the threat that someone else will be able 

to make a better product with less cost



But the capitalist class will try to save itself: 
Response to Declining Surplus Value

• Maximize Utility in the following ways
– Scour the earth for cheap labor
– Replace human labor with technology (lean 

production)
– Find new markets
– Persuade people to buy what they don’t really 

need
– Find the cheapest materials



But the capitalist class will try to save itself: 
Response to Declining Surplus Value in a 

competitive market

• Maximize Utility in the following ways
– Scour the earth for cheap labor
– Replace human labor with technology 

(lean production)
– Find new markets
– Persuade people to buy what they don’t 

really need
– Find the cheapest materials



But none of that will save it: So….the 
Second Law of Capitalism: GROW OR DIE

• Find the illusion of security in a competitive 
market through
– Capturing markets
– Concentration
– Capturing the state
– Using liberal ideology to soothe the masses



1. Expand! Capture Markets!



2. Concentrate  Wealth!



Capitalist “gobbles up his own”



3. Capture political power.

O f



American politicians are 
“subordinated” to capitalism





4. Construct an Ideology to Defend 
Capitalism



Freedom’s just another word for 
nothin’ left to lose….





The Industrial Reserve Army



Marx’s Prediction and Prescription: 
Capitalism’s inevitable death 



The ultimate “double movement:” 
Revolution



Was Marx right?



Income gap grows



Wealth is concentrated….



Decline in real wages





Marxism
Economic classes, 

not individuals 
are the actors

Property rights 
cement class 
inequality

Labor theory of 
value



Marxist Theory (cont.)

Inevitable decline of Capitalism or Revolution?

But continued diminishing of the surplus

Wage suppression, outsourcing, technological 
advance, search for new markets, capture of the state

Diminishing of the surplus under market competition

Capital’s expropriation of surplus value + exploitation, 
commodification and alienation



The three Laws of Capitalism

• Exploit Others!
– Private property
– Labor becomes a commodity
– Extraction of surplus value

• Expand or Die
– Surplus value will always decline
– Capitalists will respond with both market and non-

market strategies
• Capitalism will die anyway



Marx’s Utopia after capitalism: 
Communism and Communal Sharing:

• “From each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs.”
• Communal Sharing (CS) everyone is equivalent and undifferentiated
• With no division of labor
• Where self-realization rules!
• The vision of a world free of class, where every person is free to explore their potential and is unbounded by cruel prejudice and 

oppressive

• communal ownership of all property and a classless social structure, with economic production and distribution to be directed and 
regulated by means of an authoritative economic plan that supposedly embodies the interests of the community as a whole. 

• In most versions of the communist utopia, everyone would be expected to co-operate enthusiastically in the process of 
production, but the individual citizen's equal rights of access to consumer goods would be completely unaffected by his/her own 
individual contribution to production -- hence Karl Marx's famous slogan "From each according to his ability; to each according to 
his need."

• It was expected that such a radical reordering of the economic sphere of life would also more or less rapidly lead to the 
elimination of all other major social problems such as class conflict, political oppression, racial discrimination, the inequality of the 
sexes, religious bigotry, and cultural backwardness -- as well as put an end to such more "psychological" forms of suffering as 
alienation, anomie, and feelings of powerlessness. 

• Marx's seductive promise about individual self-realization in his "German Ideology:"
Whereas in communist society, where nobody has one exclusive sphere of activity but each can become accomplished in any 
branch he wishes, society regulates the general production and thus makes it possible for me to do one thing today and another 
tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticise after dinner, 



Didn’t work out so well in practice



Can Equality be achieved through 
market socialism?

• Socialists want three kinds of equality:
– Equality of opportunity for self-realization and welfare

• At a level that is no lower than any other system could achieve
• Choose institutions that maximize opportunity to achieve self-

realization and welfare for those who have the minimum of 
upportunity under liberalism

• Goals must be realistic
• Requires compensation for deep inequality and disability

– Equality of opportunity for political influence
• At a level that is no lower than any other political economy system 

could achieve
• Don’t liberal democracies do this?

– Equality of social status
• Doesn’t this do away with status altogether?



How can the Market provide equality?

• Roemer wants welfare equality without any 
unacceptable loss in efficiency

• The market can provide this because…….. 
– It doesn’t depend on private ownership of property 

(capitalism has given birth to non-profits, public firms, 
social democratic property, labor-managed firms. 

– Firms are thick, not thin
• Liberal myth of talent

• Markets operate within the context of non-
market institutions anyway.   Firms, contract law, 
government,  
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